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The utilization of arthroscopy has exploded in the past decade, and it has arguably 

become one of the fastest growing surgical subspecialties in our profession.  “Fads” often come 
and go, but they do not sustain without relevance.  With few exceptions, only techniques that 
improve patient care and can stand the test of time become main stream.   Arthroscopic 
procedures are constantly evolving and gradually replacing traditional techniques as the “gold 
standard”.  As more referring veterinarians and pet owners are exposed to the obvious and 
logical advantages of arthroscopy’s improved visualization, more accurate assessment,  more 
precise treatment capabilities, and decreased pain and morbidity, this trend will accelerate and 
more clients and veterinarians will insist on it.  And, just as in the human profession, surgeons 
will be forced to adapt these procedures or risk competitive disadvantage.  Making this 
adjustment is expensive, time consuming, and frustrating.  Short-cutting with poor quality 
equipment and lack of due diligence will only compound the situation.  The lens diameter is 
inversely proportional to image quality, making cameras with higher quality software and light 
sources more important. However, the steep learning curve, ie time, is by far the most expensive 
part of the equation.   

Stifle arthroscopy is more technically demanding than most joints because it requires 
more tissues debridement and intraoperative positioning for proper visualization and more 
instrumentation techniques for treatment.  However, once mastered, it undoubtedly represents the 
highest arthroscopy caseload and stifles can easily be scoped and treated within 30 minutes or 
less with complete video documentation for the medical record.    

The primary indications for stifle arthroscopy are associated with cranial cruciate 
ligament (CrCL) deficiency and associated meniscal pathology. The value of magnification in 
the diagnosis and treatment of meniscal pathology is greatly underappreciated by most 
veterinarians.  Many meniscal tears cannot be appreciated with open techniques, and second look 
arthroscopy of dogs treated open often reveal less than optimum meniscal treatment.  Post CrCL 
stabilization, some patients will later develop meniscal tears, and these patients can be 
definitively diagnosed and treated as outpatients without arthrotomy.  Partial CrCL tears can be 
very difficult to see with open techniques as torn fibers often adhere to the intact CrCL.  Unless 
visualized within the fluid environment with magnification and intense lighting provided by 
arthroscopy, these tears can be missed.  Arthroscopy allows for the assessment and treatment of 
stifle OCD, and can be used for presurgical planning of staged procedures such as osteochondral 
allo- or autografts. 

The prognosis on many performance athletes (field trail, hunt test, agility) is often 
important to the owner with regard to the decision to continue to train and campaign (which can 
be extremely expensive) or retire from competition.  Review of arthroscopic videos of articular 
cartilage pathology with trainers and owners is invaluable in their decision making process, and 
visually justifies the surgeon’s concerns and recommendations.  Much of this articular cartilage 
pathology cannot even be appreciated with open arthrotomy.  

It has become the practice of some surgeons to treat a stable partial tear without opening 
the joint.  Many examples can be provided that do not support this as being sound practice. 
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Most importantly, stifle arthroscopy has taught us the intense need educating the veterinary 
profession about the need for early diagnosis and intervention of CrCL injuries. In my opinion, 
most dogs start as partial tears.  Many may only show brief low-grade intermittent lameness. 
NSAIDs only mask these clinical signs and further delay diagnosis.  Veterinarians must be 
informed about this problem, and taught how to diagnosis partial CrCL tears. Hundreds of cases 
are now documented showing advanced OA in cases with chronic partial tears, even when the 
clinician cannot appreciate instability under general anesthesia.  With rare exception, these cases 
will eventually become complete tears, and the surgeon is now intervening in late stages of OA.  
We have documented at our hospital that early intervention with TPLO will save an early partial 
CrCL in over 80% of the cases.  Less than 4% of these cases have meniscal tears, whereas over 
40% have meniscal tears once the knee becomes unstable.  In my opinion, a dog’s best prognosis 
with a CrCL injury occurs if it is caught as an early partial tear and TPLO is performed, thus 
saving both the CrCL and the meniscus in most cases. 
 

 
Chondral lesion on lateral femoral condyl 
often seen in cases of partial and complete 
CrCL rupture.  In cases of partial tears, the 
remaining fibers can be seen coming in direct 
contact with the lesion during external rotation 
of the hock. 
Notchplasty can be utilized to decrease contact 
associated with rotational instability and 
theoretically help avoid continued abrasion of 
both the ligament and the chondral surface.  
The efficacy of this procedure is difficult to 
quantitate.  
This is a partial tear of the posterior lateral 
band and this dog was stable under general 
anesthesia. 
 
 
 
 
Unexpected lateral femoral chondyl OCD 
lesion with associated lateral meniscal tear in 
same dog. 
Both lateral meniscal tears and occult OCD 
lesions can be occasionally be unexpected 
findings.  This dog’s lesion was not apparent 
radiographically, even in hindsight. 
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Lateral compartment eburnation in dogs with 
suspected partial CrCL tears. 
This Catahoula had stable knees under 
general anesthesia and his CrCLs were 
arthroscopically normal. Both knees had 
similar lesions.  These lesions were 
considered secondary to conformational 
overloading of the lateral compartment, but 
identical lesions have been seen with over 
tightened lateral suture  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Classic Anterior Medial Band Tear. 
Although these are often considered the “classic 
“partial tear and often have slight anterior drawer 
in flexion only, not all partial tears occur in the 
anterior medial band and many are stable with 
palpation under general anesthesia. 
 
 
 
 

 
Neovascularization of Articular Cartilage. 
Vascular invasion of the articular surface is 
seen in various degrees in most cases of 
CrCL injury.  This process starts in 
complete or partial tears, is more intense in 
some patients than others, and is poorly 
understood.  A better understanding of this 
process is badly needed. 
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